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PremiDoor
Lift and Slide

Innovation and Energy Efficiency
Like all of our window and door systems, the lift and slide
PremiDoor is packed full of features. It’s designed to let in
more light in large openings than a typical bi-folding door
and makes for an impressive entrance. It’s also been proven
across Europe to withstand the harshest climatic conditions.
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Kömmerling and parent company, profine Group, also lead
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the way across Europe with their lead-free Greenline compound
that was developed 7 years ago. In the UK many Systems
Companies still use lead as a stabiliser in their PVCu compound.
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At profine, we understand the importance of the environment
in terms of harmful materials and energy efficiency.
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Kömmerling window
and door systems
1

B ri n g i n g i n mo re l i g h t
There’s no better door on the market than
Kömmerling’s lift and slide PremiDoor, which
maximises the use of glass. It also offers
an incredible smooth and quiet opening
mechanism that’s been designed with typical
German engineering and efficiency.

D esi g n ed f or any opening
Whatever your property or even commercial project,

options with both fixed and opening sashes. The

there’s a PremiDoor option to suit the most exacting of

diagrams below show just a few of the options.

Low line gaskets and weatherseals provide lasting
performance and slimmer sightlines.
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Single leg glazing bead is highly secure and easy
to install on sight.
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Reliable functionality, great handling and smooth
and quiet running of the sliding sashes.

C70 Gold® window and door system
O70 Gold® window and door system
C70 and O70 Gold® Alustar system
PremiLine patio door

requirements, thanks to 2, 3 or even 4 pane opening

PremiDoor is capable of some incredible opening sizes and is perfect
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Extraordinary measurements: sash sizes up to 3.0m
wide and 2.5m high. Up to 4 sashes.
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All PVCu profiles are extruded in our exclusive lead-free
Greenline compound.
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Outstanding thermal insulation threshold with thermal
break for optimal isothermal properties.

PremiDoor lift and slide door
KBE System 88

for any rear elevation or terrace. It also offers outstanding thermal,
acoustic and weathering properties and is better for the environment,
thanks to the use of the ‘Greenline’ lead-free PVCu compound.

Double pane option with moving left
hand and fixed right hand sash.

3 pane option with moving left and right hand sash,
along with fixed middle sash.

4 pane option with moving centre sashes and
fixed left hand and right hand sashes.

Available in over 40 internal and external colours and woodgrains

